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Amy Schmit-Statement

I am Christian, Conservative woman who believes that the United States is about
Freedom. What I have come to know, however, is that the freedoms only exist
when you are complying with what the media and the government want you to
comply with. I have found myself on the opposing side of many topics including
Abortion and now mandatory vaccines.
As a Christian, I feel that we should not allow anything to enter the body that
could possibly destroy the temple of the Holy Spirit. The COVID vaccine is one
thing that I feel could possibly do that. While the vaccine is still under EUA, those
that receive the vaccine are all test subjects to see if it will work or not and who
will have reactions and why. And signing a consent to receive it, you must release
the company and the vaccine maker from any legal issues concerning it if you
have a reaction. Deaths have happened from the vaccine, but the government
does not want to tell the public about them. The media only wants to tell us what
they want to further that control.
In Revelations, it speaks about one day that anyone that wants to buy or sell, will
need to take the mark of the beast. These will be the numbers 666. I do not feel
the vaccine is the mark, obviously, however, I do feel that many people will
receive this vaccine so they can get back to a “normal way of life”, so they can
travel etc. What I do feel this vaccine is doing is desensitizing people so that
when the antichrist does come, it will not be out of the ordinary or a small feat to
get people to take the mark.
Companies that mandate such a vaccine with opt to segregate vaccinated vs. nonvaccinated and when patients are aware of who is missing from activities or who
is still masked, a violation of HIPAA happens.
As employees, we should not be threated with termination if we do not receive
the vaccine and have our religious or medical reasons questioned constantly for
not receiving them.

